Large-scale production with high attention to detail
Our production capacity is substantial, enabling us to produce more than 3,000 kg of extruded aluminum per hour.
From the day we commenced operations Apex Aluminum Extrusions guiding principles have focused on total quality, from the testing of raw
materials to continual checks at all stages of production to ensure remarkable results.
Our quality control laboratory is equipped to carry out tensile and hardness tests as well as automated diagnoses of profile dimensions and
geometric accuracy. This ensures the highest quality and guarantee that all extrusions manufactured by Apex are produced to the chemical
composition, mechanical properties and dimensional tolerances set forth by the Aluminum Association Standards.

Our Aluminum Extrusion Capabilities
EXTRUSION PRESSES:

2350 US tons, 7” (178mm) diameter - Presezzi
2750 US tons, 8” (203) diameter - Presezzi

ALLOYS:

6063, 6005a, 6061

EXTRUSION WEIGHT:

0.190 lbs. per ft. up to 5.4 lbs. per ft.

QUENCHING:

High Pressure Air And Water Quenching

TEMPERS:

F/ T1 / T4 / T5 / T52 / T6

PROFILES EXTRUDED:

Solid / Semi-Hollows / Hollows / Multi- Hollows

Painted & Anodized
Aluminum Extrusions
At Apex Aluminum Extrusions, we strive to exceed
the highest quality products. With the use of
our newest wet paint line, we are able to create
stunning, vibrant coloured extrusions. And with our
state-of-the-art fully automated anodizing line, Apex
can offer quality, consistency and lead times that
exceed industry norms.
ANODIZED
Available in Clear (Class I & II), Champagne,
Bronze and Black (Class I)
Acid Etch
30 Foot Tanks
WET PAINT
Akzonobel, Sherwin-William and PPG Certified
Certified with AAMA 2603/2604/2605 Graded Paints
Standard of 10-24ft and up to the Maximum of 30ft

Standard & Custom Shapes

At Apex Aluminum we design and produce
extrusions to satisfy the most demanding customer.
Quality and technology are brought together to
produce the most remarkable results and surpass
industry standard lead-times. With a variety of
aluminum alloys (6063, 6005A, 6061) and selection
of hardness and heat treatment options, our
aluminum extrusions can meet any specification.
With an extensive catalogue of standard profiles
(viewable at apexextrusions.ca) and the ability
to produce custom profiles, Apex Aluminum
Extrusions can meet all individual customer needs.

Note: The anodized colors represented in this brochure are
approximate and reflect the affects of the photographic and printing
processes. Actual colors may vary but will not exceed the established
limits per AAMA 611-12.

Wet Paint Color Guide
Creating a beautiful, aesthetic extrusion for your
project is our top priority. Our Wet Paint Line is
incredibly accurate and consistent, making your
project stand out when completed. The Wet Paint
process is a 4 step process that produces a strong
finish that will not fade, chip or peel.

Standard White

Ivory (Not a Standard Option)

Standard Silver

Standard Grey

Iron Mountain Grey

Standard Black

Our wet paint line is certified with AAMA 2603/
2604/ 2605 graded paints. We are Akzonobel,
Sherwin-William and PPG certified.
For the full colour range available, please visit
our partnered paint suppliers by visiting our
three suppliers sites: Sherwin-Williams, PPG and
Akzonobel.

Note: The wet paint colors represented in this brochure are
approximate and reflect the affects of the photographic and
printing processes. Actual colors may vary.

Pour & Debridge Thermal Improvement

Thermal Strutting

Apex offers two energy efficient thermal barrier solutions to battle the high coefficient of
aluminum’s thermal conductivity. Glaziers can choose from Thermal Strutting or a Poured and
Debridged Polyurethane. For both systems Apex recommends finishing of the extrusions prior
to the installation of the thermal improvement system.

Apex offers two energy efficient thermal barrier solutions to battle the high coefficient of
aluminum’s thermal conductivity. Glaziers can choose from Thermal Strutting or a Poured and
Debridged Polyurethane. For both systems Apex recommends finishing of the extrusions prior
to the installation of the thermal improvement system.

The creation of a thermally improved aluminium profile is a five step process.

The creation of a thermally improved aluminium profile (thermal strut) is a six step process.

EXTRUDE THE PROFILE
A specifically designed profile is extruded with a strategically placed channel to capture the
insulating polymer.
MECHANICAL ABRASION
Prior to filling the channel is mechanically prepared with Apex’s propriety AlumaBrade™
process to ensure a strong mechanical bond for the polyurethane.
FINISHING
The extrusion is finished by either painting or anodizing.
POURING
A two-component resin is dispensed as a liquid into the thermal barrier channel. Within
minutes, the two-part resin solidifies to become a very strong and highly durable bonding
polymer that offers excellent thermal performance. Apex uses only the highest quality
resins from a leading North American supplier.
DE-BRIDGE
The extrusion is auto transported to the debridge process where the metal is removed from
the bottom of the profile, producing a true, non-metal-to-metal structural thermal barrier.

EXTRUDE THE PROFILE
A specifically designed pair of profiles is extruded with strategically placed grooves.
FINISHING
Both extrusions can have anodized or painted finish. In comparison with Pour and Debridge
profile, colours can be unique and a final profile can have split finish.
MECHANICAL ABRASION
Prior to insertion of ISO-STRUT, the groove is mechanically knurled to ensure adequate
shear strength.
INSERTION
During insertion, struts are fed into the grooves and pulled to fill entire profile stock length.
ROLLING
During rolling, profiles are passed through a series of discs where pressure is applied to
hammers to close and provide grip. Pressure increases from one set of discs to the other to
achieve a strong enclosure, true profile geometry and zero bow or curve.
SHEER TEST
Profile assembly is ensured to meet AAMA TIR-A8 requirements.

Distribution & Delivery
With our close proximity to the United States Border and
the largest port in North America, Apex Aluminum has the
distribution capability to ship Aluminum Extrusions worldwide.
We are currently delivering to locations in Canada and Western
United States with continued growth into new areas.

Delivery Fleet
Apex provides its own fleet of delivery vehicles that deliver
throughout the Pacific Northwest and Alberta to ensure that
your product arrives on time and ready for your project.

